
tractors. Then the Federation of Labor got back of the workers in the
building trades.

The resolutions adopted by the Springfield Federation of Labor on No-

vember 7 say that the building contractors on May 1 decided to begin a
war of extermination on organized labor, and that on June 24 the business
men, by a referendum vote endorsed the position of the contractors and
pledged their stipport to the fight "to crush and destroy our unions."

The resolutions also say: "They say it is only to establish the open
shop, and that it only applies to the building trades, but everybody knows
that the open shop means non-unio- n or scab shop, and everybody knows
also that if the aggregation of would-b- e labor crushers are allowed to wipe
out the building trades that they will have no scruples then about doing
the same thing to the other unions. And that with the building trades
organizations destroyed it will then be much easier for them to destroy the
unions that would be left. So then it not only, in our judgment, becomes
the duty of the union men outside of the building trades to assist and pro-
tect their brothers, but it is clearly obvious that as a matter of

they should join the building trades in their fight against the common
enemy."

The resoluions further say: "Understand this is not an ordinary labor
dispute (one class of employers against one class of toilers), but all em-
ployers and all business interests combined together, using every weapon
available in. their mad desire to bring about our defeat, reduce our wages,
destroy working conditions and lower our standard of living. We ask every
trades unionist and sympathizer to make this fight their fight. We should
use every honorable means within our ppwer to preserve our rights."

The resolutions go on to say tuat the merchant gets the wages of
workers fn return for what he has to sell and that the hostile merchant gets
credit on the strength of receiving ljbor's future business. "The same is
true with the banking institutions and" building loan societies, the deposits of
labor organizations and the members thereof in these institutions furnish
the enemy with the sinews of war." These are all undeniable truths, there-
fore we should decline and refuse to suuply funds to our avowed enemy any
longer

"THE REMEDY IS SIMPLE. WE SHOULD IMMEDIATELY AS OR-
GANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WITHDRAW OUR FUNDS FROM
THESE BANKS AND BUILDING LOAN SOCIETIES, WHO CLAIM THEY
HAVE NO INTEREST IN COMMON WITH US, AND ALSO THROUGH

CLUBS OR SOCIETIES ARRANGE TO PURCHASE OUR
GROCERIES, CLOTHINC AND OTHER SUPPLIES FROM SOURCES
THAT APPRECIATE OUR PATRONAGE, THAT BELIEVE THEIR IN-

TERESTS AND OURS ARE MUTUAL AND REALIZE THAT LOW WAGES
AND POOR WORKING CONDITIONS DO NOT SPELL PROSPERITY FOR
ANY COMMUNITY." fLabor claims in this Instance that all efforts at arbitration and con-
ciliation were scorned by employers.

I have gone into these resolutions at some length because they deal
with a novel situation, and both labor and capital will be interested in the
outcome.

Heretofore labor has been beaten by capital because it has been much
easier to solidify the ranks of employers than those of employes. Labor
fights itself so often that capital doesn't have to do much fighting. And
there is always the non-uni- labor to compete with union labor, despite
the fact that union labor makes the scale both for itself and all other labor.


